have been different than the skewed story told and retold through biased popular culture, so she penned her own version starring heroic lesbians battling violent white men --sadly replete with the same Chinese and Native American supporting cast found more widely in Westerns, running the gamut of stereotypes from sneaky laborers to benevolent healers.
Still, Cameron's upending of the gender politics of the Western illustrates the novelist's freedom to invent where the historian must research. The balance between concrete evidence and informed speculation has been as much under consideration in mainstream academia as it was in the heyday of lesbian feminism. John Demos envisions historical fiction existing in a "borderland of surprising width and variegated topography" that joins history and fiction." evidence about an early nineteenth-century painter and her female companion. In an afterward, Miller writes, "We are provoked to tender dreams by a hint." 22 (203) .
Like Cameron in her prefatory note, a number of lesbian and queer historians embrace "telling the whole story," entertaining the alternative history that "reasoning, if not documentation, persuades us -must have been." 23 Lesbian historical researchers have long debated whether same-sex affection and erotic behavior in the past can be considered "lesbian"
in the sense that we currently use the term. In the 1990s, transgender scholars and activists began to caution against claiming cross-dressing or passing women as lesbians, which can ignore transgender as an identity and/or historical phenomenon. 24 Many lesbians outside of academe follow Cameron, who notes that "Dedicated critics and committed historians will quickly find that this novel does not pay particular attention nor give much respect to the recorded version of history. Pickypicky!"
Instead of ignoring evidence, scholars tend to advocate viewing it differently than it has been, and they frequently disagree about the appropriate uses of terminology. Ruth Vanita makes a cogent argument that all vocabulary is culturally bound and presentist, not just the word "lesbian." 25 Anne Laskaya concurs, "Why some terms become the focus of energetic interrogation while others remain uninterrogated reflects either an inquiry into the limits of new intellectual frameworks or resistance to them." 26 Valerie Traub argues for "a new methodological paradigm for lesbian history" that takes seriously the similarities researchers and others perceive among women-loving women, particularly as they "recur, intermittently and with a difference, across time." 27 Queer theorists exploring temporality make similar claims; "queer time" in Carla Freccero's formulation, can productively "confound the temporalities we call past, present, and future." 28 Following Walter Benjamin, Freccero posits history as "a political project for the present . . . For those seeking, in the present, a history that does not tell the story of the naturalness of one kind of erotic affectivity, it is important to rescue the dead from the enemy, because, if not, the dead risk never having been," a dire prospect with consequences for the future. Freccero thus advocates "anachronistic desire . . . queer in its reading of history for the pleasures of identification" 29 -a simultaneously postmodern and identitarian goal, both academically queer and plainly, politically, lesbian. Laura Doan states plainly that "history is always in the service of the present (this is not a problem of history, it is a condition of history)." 30 Doan's insight notwithstanding, disciplinary historians have rarely gone as far as literary scholars and cultural theorists. Even as the protagonist of Stevie Davies' Impassioned Clay informs her students in an Oxford history class that "Without imagination…you will never be historians," she admits that "this heresy was not approved by the department." 31 In 1990 the historian Judith M. Bennett first provided lesbian studies with the extremely useful, and careful, term "lesbian-like" to describe "women whose lives might have particularly offered opportunities for same-sex love; women who resisted norms of feminine behavior based on heterosexual marriage; women who lived in circumstances that allowed them to nurture and support other women." 32 Bennett states clearly that she wants "to participate in the creation of histories that can have meaning for those women who today identify as lesbians, bisexuals, queers, or otherwise." 33 Doan distinguishes between two genealogical "modes of history writing": "What energizes ancestral genealogy is its confidence in -and political commitment to -the possibility of finding family resemblances to (or dissimilarities from) a largely stable modern homosexual.
This is an object that queer genealogy, while acknowledging ancestral efforts as a necessary early stage in the historiography of homosexuality, ultimately dismisses as theoretically naive, untenable, and even mired in transhistorical 'nostalgia.'" 34 Doan herself favors a third mode, "queer critical history," whose "use value is not to provide a usable past but to explain aspects of the sexual past that resist explanation in the context of identity history." 35 For most workaday lesbians, Doan's distinctions appear arcane and Bennett's "lesbian-like" simply doesn't go far enough. Monique Wittig's novel Les Guérillères tells women to "Make an effort to remember" in the face of history's silences, "Or, failing that, invent." 36 The unspecified mythic time of Les Guérillères is embodied in the queer-time, lesbian-historical Sappho --both Lesbian (geographic/ historical) and lesbian (sexual/political) --who promises in Fragment 60, "Someone in / some future time / will think of us." 37 The only way for modern lesbians to assemble a complete picture of our past has been to search out the fragments and inventively fill in the blanks. At first Annie is uncertain how far to go in filling the gaps of Mrs. Richards' story, which she had begun researching for her husband's academic project. Throughout the novel, Annie struggles through an internal dialogue with her deceased mother Ina, a woman stifled by her role as mid-century wife and mother, robbed by electroshock treatments of her "imagination," her "will to create things differently" (149). Seeking to understand and escape her mother's fate, Annie explores plausible alternatives for Mrs. Richards' story, because she realizes that "something is wanting" (48) . Her pursuit is guided by a question she poses to her mother:
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"whose truth, Ina?" Annie provides a veritable map for future lesbian historical fiction when she responds to her own query: "when you're so framed, caught in the act, the (f) stop of act, fact --what recourse? step inside the picture and open it up" (56) .
Annie has dutifully internalized what history is supposed to be, as personified by her husband Richard (Dick!), her former professor and "a good historian" (134). She argues with her mother/herself that she isn't merely "telling stories" when she imagines a flirtation, perhaps an affair, between Ana Richards and Birdie Stewart, "that other enterprising woman who, flying in the face of family and church, establishes her house that same year" (108). Rather, she is "untelling" the horrific story of her mother's life, the frightening tale of her own conventional life, and the official history of Ana Richards' life, in favor of "true stories and real" whose telling depends upon "a monstrous leap of imagination" (28, 141, 67, 135 ). Annie's work is "a testimonial to women's struggle to make room in history for their stories," according to literary critic Marie Vautier, "because to make room for their history is to make room for themselves." 44 Marlatt herself explains that she "as Annie . . . invented a historical leak, a hole in the sieve of fact that let the shadow of a possibility leak through into full-blown life. . . Mrs. Richards is a historical leak for the possibility of lesbian life in Victorian British Columbia." 45 Annie takes a leap of lesbian imagination in her own life, urged on by Zoe, into whose lesbian arms Annie literally leaps in the last pages of the book --not an ending but a beginning, "the reach of your desire, reading us into the page ahead" (n. pag.) Annie will survive and thrive by telling a story about Mrs. Richards that defies "good" history by giving her research subject/protagonist a first name, investing her with skills and opinions, and exploring the possibility that she was unmarried and secretly took a woman lover. She can only do so by writing a novel, ignoring the call of history: "come back, history calls, to the solid ground of fact. and the beginning perhaps of a more inventive use of history." 48 That is, novels of queer rather than ancestral genealogy. Nevertheless, the sheer and increasing number of historical novels provide material testimony to Henri's/Winterson's statement, even as they take more prosaic (even formulaic) routes to the telling of lesbian historical stories. Writing lesbians into recognizable -even cliché -versions of the past seems to intone, "We exist, we exist, we exist."
I would go so far as to argue that the dichotomy of postmodern vs. realist lesbian historical fiction is an unproductive one. Readers and writers know that the lesbian historical novel is a flight of fancy, whether or not its historiographical mechanisms are laid bare. Meanwhile, Marlatt and Winterson provide a sophisticated depiction of the machinery at work --but they also satisfy readers' cravings for historical representations of lesbians.
Historical Fiction as Productive Fake that illustrates my point, like Marlatt's novel simultaneously providing the sought-for historical lesbian and pulling back the curtain to reveal her invention. 49 Dunye's film is particularly important for its exploration of the intersections and divergences between historical reclamation projects focused on race and sexual identity. The film's protagonist is "Cheryl," a young, black, lesbian filmmaker played by Cheryl Dunye (a young, black, lesbian filmmaker). Cheryl has three on-screen relationships: one with her best friend Tamara, an African-American lesbian;
another with Diana, a white lesbian who becomes her lover; and a third with the focus of her documentary project, Fae Richards, an African-American actress from the 1930s who was credited in films only as "The Watermelon Woman." As Cheryl researches her film within the film, parallels between her life and Fae's come into view. Both face racism and homophobia, and both encounter disapproval from African-American friends for taking white lovers. Cheryl develops a clear sense that she needs to understand her relationship to history, through Fae, in order to continue with her work in the present.
But everywhere Cheryl turns for information about "The Watermelon Woman" she finds partial answers and particular forms of resistance. No one she interviews on the street has ever heard of the actress. A gay black film memorabilia collector specializes in "race films" and black Jazz Age nightclubs in Philadelphia, but he admits that "women are not my specialty. of Jewish prostitution in Buenos Aires. 61 Many white lesbian authors include cross-dressing women in their historical fictions; we know they existed, too, and we have documentation that some of them married women -even though "lesbians" are not supposed to have existed until the medical establishment invented the idea in the late nineteenth century. In Lesbian Romance Novels, Phyllis M. Betz points out "the importance of incorporating accurate architectural, decorative, and fashion description" into the historical fiction narrative to "create the requisite fantasy element essential to the romance." 62 The Watermelon Woman achieves its verisimilitude through depiction rather than description, relying on Zoe Leonard's still photographs and "home movies" of Fae Richards as portrayed by actor Lisa Marie Bronson.
Near the end of the film Dunye reveals her motivation for making The Watermelon
Woman, when Cheryl looks into the camera and states that she needs to tell her version of the Watermelon Woman's story to enable her own life and creative work as "the one who says, 'I am a black, lesbian filmmaker'" --an identity she had claimed only tentatively at the beginning of the film. But Cheryl isn't the only person who needs Fae's story, and not all interested parties need it for the same reasons. June Walker, Fae's lover for more than twenty years after she left the movies, leaves Cheryl a letter and a packet of photographs and memorabilia she hopes will correct the record on Fae, including Cheryl's misinterpretation of her life. Cheryl had been thrilled to find out that Fae and Martha were lovers, and she soaked up any and all images she could find of Fae on film, however racist the scenario or depiction of black female characters.
Having learned that, June writes, "I was so mad that you mentioned the name of Martha Page. would tell me their stories eventually and far more accurately than written records could" (19) .
Susan feels that Catherine's factual research is "cluttering things up" (45), because her "fascination with precise facts and dates left no room for intuition or imagination. Or romance" Workaholic Julia literally drowns her sorrows in her work. She heads out to sea alone and is stranded in open water when modern-day pirates steal her research boat (2-4). Dehydrated and nearly dead, after several days Julia finally "sobbed and gave herself to the sea" (17) , then wakes to find herself somehow miraculously rescued by a British frigate in the early nineteenth century (21) . At first certain that she is dreaming, or has been rescued by a ship and crew performing an elaborate historical reenactment, Julia slowly concludes that she is "stuck somewhere in the past" (28) . When the frigate is attacked by French privateers, Julia is captured 
